CMT for Exchange

CMT for Exchange is the most comprehensive software available for migrating from IBM/Lotus Domino to Microsoft Exchange Server and Office 365.

CMT for Exchange supports migrations from IBM/Lotus Notes/Domino 7.0/8.5/9 to on-premises and online versions of Microsoft Outlook and Exchange, including to Exchange Server 2013/2010 and to Exchange Online in Microsoft Office 365.

CMT for Exchange offers unmatched data fidelity, migration management, migration throughput, and transitional calendar workflow that enables users to schedule, update, reschedule, or cancel single occurrence and recurring meetings regardless of the migration status of the principle or invitees. CMT for Exchange migrates Domino mailboxes and archives to your choice of Exchange mailboxes, local archives and on-premises or cloud-based Exchange archive mailboxes.

Data Fidelity

CMT for Exchange migrates IBM/Lotus Notes email messages, calendar entries, contacts, to-do's, journal entries, rich text, mail archives and more to Microsoft Outlook and Exchange while retaining the original text formatting, images, attachments, and links. CMT for Exchange also ensures that even custom recurring meetings are properly migrated so that any subsequent changes, reschedules, or cancellations can be entered once for all instances of the meeting. The data fidelity of CMT for Exchange significantly reduces the risk that your users will experience business process disruptions, or worse—data loss or corruption.

Migration Management

CMT for Exchange’s unique Enterprise Migration Manager (EMM) allows you to manage the entire migration project. EMM enables you to schedule users for migration, automatically or manually provision the users in Exchange, monitor the status of their migration, and to configure pre- and post-processing actions like decrypting encrypted email items, collecting rules and access control lists, and more. EMM also enables you to control which data, and how much data, is migrated by enabling you to filter by data type and to set quotas on the amount of data migrated per mailbox. Acting as a centralized migration management system, CMT for Exchange’s EMM reduces the risk of forgotten tasks and provides an ‘audit trail’ of tasks both completed and pending.

Migration Throughput

CMT for Exchange can scale to meet the migration requirements of any organization. For smaller organizations, one CMT for Exchange workstation may be appropriate. For larger migrations, multiple CMT for Exchange workstations, whether on virtual machines or individual workstations, will coordinate the work effortlessly. Adding additional workstations is a simple and painless process. These additional workstations use a technology called Automated Workload Distribution (AWD) to ensure that each workstation is kept busy continuously. Migration throughput can vary widely depending upon a number of factors. Working with a trusted advisor from Binary Tree, or from a Binary Tree partner, will help you achieve the migration scale required for your organization.
Configuration Options

Options for Office 365 Migrations
CMT for Exchange can be configured specifically for performing and managing migrations to Microsoft Office 365. When the target environment is identified as Microsoft Office 365, the user interface is customized automatically to present the settings and options that are specific to migrations from Domino to Office 365.

Options for Expanding Migration Capacity
CMT for Exchange can be configured to run on a single machine for small migrations or can be configured to create one or more migration farms for large enterprise migrations.

CMT for Exchange Specifications

Supported Source Platforms
- Domino 7.0, 8.5, 9

Supported Target Platforms
- Exchange 2010, 2013, Office 365

Migrated Data
- Messages can be migrated to mailboxes, local archives and on-premises or cloud-based Exchange archive mailboxes
- Mail Archives can be migrated to mailboxes, local archives and on-premises or cloud-based Exchange archive mailboxes
- Messages: Subject, Date, Body, Recipients
- Mail Archives (server & local)
- Mail-in databases
- Follow-up Flags
- File Attachments
- Doc, View and Database Links
- Folders & nested folders
- Calendar Entries
- Personal Contacts
- Public and private distribution lists
- To-do's / Personal Journal Data
- Discussion and Document Library Databases
- Option to migrate encrypted content as an attachment in the migrated message

Data Fidelity
- Names Resolution
- Name Translation to ensure that all migrated emails can be replied to
- Migrates embedded images
- Migrates encrypted email
- Retains formatting of tables
- Retains original HTML formatting
- Duplicate Attachment Processing

Data Filtering Options
- By doc type (mail, contact, calendar, task)
- By absolute/relative dates/ranges
- Select to skip a list of folders
- Select to skip Notes links
- Filter by data quota limits

Calendar Fidelity
- Migrates single and recurring meetings
- Migrates custom and complex recurring meetings
- Migrates all past and present calendar entries
- Migrates all rescheduled calendar entries
- Preserves the workflow of calendar events, including the rooms, resources and on-line place information, of migrated and non-migrated users

Migration Management
- Central control of all configuration parameters
- Easy User Import Process from the Domino Directory
- Selective user migration
- Migration related communications
- Email archive migration options
- Migration Destination options
- Room & resource migration options
- Mail File Access & Size Verification
- Migration Pre-processing
- Migration Post-Processing
- Automated or manual user provisioning
- Detailed Activity Logging
- Allows configurable retry limit settings for Exchange connectivity interruptions

Migration Throughput
- Built-in Automated Workload Distribution (AWD) functionality
- Scalable to meet the project requirements of any organization
- Heartbeat monitoring and reporting
- Automated migration recovery

Exchange Provisioning
CMT for Exchange provides for the automatic creation of Exchange mailbox-enabled users from CMT for Exchange user interface. CMT for Exchange also properly sets the users’ Notes person document to direct mail to the users’ new Exchange mailbox as well as setting access control rights on the users’ Notes mail file if required.

Automated Migration Monitoring and Recovery
CMT for Exchange includes capabilities for heartbeat monitoring and reporting as well as for automated migration recovery. Combined, these capabilities will monitor the processing of migrations, provide reports on workstation performance and availability, and restart a migration that was interrupted.

Support for 64-bit Platforms
CMT for Exchange migration workstations support the Windows 7, Windows 2008 R2 and Windows 2012 64-bit computing. The use of the 64-bit platforms accelerate the processing of migrations from Domino to Exchange.

Contact Us
For more information on CMT for Exchange, visit www.binarytree.com/exchange.
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